
Name Date Class

Benchmark Modules 1-3

1. Which of the following numbers is
15

not equivalent to -—?

-15

B

-.3

-15

C31
D -5

2. Mike scored -5 points on the first round
and -8 on the second round. What was
Mike's total score for the two rounds?

A -13 C 3

B -3 D 13

3. Fourstudents put their game scores on
the number line below. Which pair of
students have a combined score of O?

A B C D
<1 It I t+1 1*1 I >
-5-4-3-2-1 O 1 2 3 4 5

A A and 8

B B and C

C A and D

D B and D

1 ..
4. Jessica drank ^- gallon of orange juice,

8
1

and her brother Sam drank - of the
3

samegallon. How much ofthe gallon of
orange juice did they drink?

(

A
^gal

B
^gal

C
^gal

D g gal

5. A submarine changed its depth by -24

feet each minute for 6 minutes. What was
the total change in depth at the end ofthe
6 minutes?

A -144 ft C -4 ft

B -30ft D 30ft

1
6. lnezhas2-7 pounds of potatoes. For the

1 . ..
picnic, she needs 8-^ pounds of

potatoes. How many more pounds of
potatoes does Inez need to buy?

A 5^- Ib
4

B s4 Ib
4

C 6-'- Ib
4

D 10^. Ib
4

7. The temperature outside was 3°F at
midnight. During the next hour the
temperature fell 7°. What was the
temperature at 1 A.M.?

A -1Q°F C 4°F

B -4°F D 10°F

3
8. Al's cat weighs 6-;- pounds. What is the

weight of Al's cat written as a decimal?

A 6.31b C 6.61b

B 6.5 Ib D 6.8 Ib

9. A used car is on sale for $3,600. Eric
4

offered the owner of the car —of the
5

asking price. How much was Eric's offer?

A $1,440 C $3,240

B $2,880 D $4,500

10. Reva is playing a bean-bag toss game.
For each bag that misses the board, the

player scores -8 points. Reva misses the
board 4 times in one game. What is her
total score for those 4 tosses?

A -32 points C -2 points
B -4points D 12points
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Name Date Class

Benchmark Modules 1-3

11. What is the product of (-2)(4)(-3)?
A -24 C 12

B -12 D 24

12. One gallon of polyurethane covers
350 square feet. How many square feet
will 2.5 gallons cover?

A 352.5ft2

700ft2

875ft2

1,050ft2

B

c
D

13. Alexandra ran 2—rmites on Monday.
10

She ran twice as far on Tuesday. How far
did Alexandra run in all on those two
days?

61imi

B 7
1

10
mi D

7Tomi

8^mi

14. Jordan bought 9 pounds offruit. He paid
$2.39 a pound for 5 pounds. He paid
$1.99 a pound for the rest. How much did
Jordan spend on fruit?

A $4.38 C $19.91

B $13.94 D $39.12

15. In one game, teams of4 players split
their final scores evenly among team
members. One team ended the game
with a score of -24 points. How many

points did each player receive?

A -6 C-20

B -8 D -96 .

16. What is the sum of the integers below?
-9,4,10,-4, 8,-4

A -5 C 10

B 5 D 18

17. Which value is equal to -18 - (-9)?
A -2 C 0,2

B -0.2 D 2

18. Afootball team lost 3 yards on one play
and lost 6 yards on the next play. What
was their total change in yardage in the
two plays?
A -18yd C -3yd

B -9yd D 18yd

19. Sue volunteers at a hospital. Last month
3

she volunteered 1 :- hours on each of 4
4

3
Saturdays. She also volunteered - hour

on 3 Wednesday evenings. How many
hours of volunteer work did Sue put in
last month?

A 7h

B 73.h D

.,.

121h
20. On Monday morning, Raj had $225 in his

checking account. The table shows
activity in the account for the next four
days. What was the balance in Raj's
checking account on Friday?

A $103.41

B $229.28

C $332.28

D $436.41
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Monday nope $27.25

Tuesday $75.50 none

Wednesday $32.19 $61.95
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Name Date Class

Benchmark SVIodules 1-3

21. Which problem could be solved with
division?

1
A Steven has —Yard of telt- Me needs

4
I

2 - vards of felt. How much more felt
2

does he need?

1
B Steven has —yard of felt. He needs

2
1—yard for each flag. How many

flags can he make?

1
C Steven has ^- yard of felt. He uses

•I
—of the felt for each flag. How much
4
felt will he use on each flag?

1
D Steven has ^- yard of felt. He used

1• —yal'cl to make a flag. How much

felt does he have teft?

22. In a card game, a player draws 2 cards.
The player finds the product of the
integers shown on the pair of cards to
find how many points are scored for that
round.

Carlotta drew the two cards shown below.

How many points does Carlotta score for
this round?

A -100

B -25
C 4

D 100

23. Carlos showed a problem on a number
line.

b

Whi(?h of the following is not shown by
Carlos' drawing?

A a+(-())

B a-(-b}

C a-b

D |a|-]t>|
24. Christopher earned $153.20. He saved

$34.50. He spent the rest on 2 new pair
of shoes. How much did Christopher
spend on new shoes?

A $59.35 C $129.30

B $118.70 D $187.70

1
25. Destiny bought 10;: yards of material for

costumes for the city pageant. She will
1

use 1 —yards of the material to make
4

each costume. How many costumes can
Destiny complete?

A 8 C 9

B 8
10

»9?

26. The superspeedway at Daytona
International Speedway is 2.5 miles long.
The road course there is 1.4 times as
long as the superspeedway. Hpw long is
the road course?

A 1.1mi

B 1.8mi

C 3.5mi

D 3.9mi
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Benchmark Modules 1-3
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27. Four students put their game scores on
the number line below. Which pair of
students have a combined score of O?

A B C D
<1 *1+ 1 *1 1 1 * I >
-5-4-3-2-1 O 1 2 3 4 5

28. On the schoot trip, Margie spent $12.40 on
2 souvenirs. Each souvenir cost the same
amount. The amount of tax was $0.72.
How much dld each souvenir cost?

29. The lowest elevation in Louisiana is -68

feet. The lowest elevation in California is
214 feet lower than the lowest elevation
in Louisiana. What is the lowest elevation
in California?

30. Last week Marcelta earned $432. During
that week, she worked 8 hours for 4 days
and 4 hours on 1 day. What was
Marcella's pay per hour?

31. Sierra coltected 39 seashells before
1

breakfast and 2^- times as many after

breakfast. How many seashells did Sierra
collect in all?

32. One machine's value changed by
-$6,400 over 5 years. The company
charges off such changes in value as
depreciation. Each year an equal amount
is charged off. What was the change in
value that would be charged off each

year for this machine?

33. A diver descended 60 feet in 3 minutes.
What was the diver's change in depth per
minute?

34. Find the difference between -34 and -43.

35. What is -64.4 + (-3.22)?

36. The highest elevation in Minnesota is
about 700 meters above sea level. That

2
is 6^ times higher than the highest

elevatlon in Florida. To the nearest meter,
what is the highest elevation in Florida?

37. Jenna has 3.375 yards of rope. Write
3.375 as a fraction in simplest form.

3 „.. .. -3
38. Dylan walked S^- mites. What is5-^

5 5
written as a decimal?

39. Haley jogged 1.5 kilometers in the
morning and 2.8 kilometers in the
afternoon. How far did she jog that day?

40. The wind-chill factor measures how cold
it feels based on both temperature and
wind speed. Thewind-chill factorwas 8°F
at 6 P.M. and dropped to -8°F by 10 P.M.
What was the change in the wind-chill
factor between 6 P.M. and 10 P.M.?

•
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Name Date Class

Mid-Year 4-7

1. Zaehary spent $61.50 for 15 gallons of

premium gasoline. What was the price
per gallon?
A $0.41 C $4.10

. B $1.41 D $6.15

2. Mikela earned $65.25 for 9 hours of
work. This week she earned $101.50 for
14 hours. Which equation represents the
relationship between the hours worked,
x, and Mikela's pay, /?
A y=7.25x C y=14x
B y=9x , D y=23x

3. A bank pays 3% annual simple interest
on CDs (certificates of deposit) of
$25,000. The Branson family invests in 3
ofthe $25,000 CDs. How much interest
does the family make in one year?
A $22.50 C $2,250.00

B $225.00 D $22,500.00

4. The water level in the tank changes by x
inches every hour. In 4 hours, the tank's
water level decreased at least 22 inches.
Sue wrote 4x > 22. What is the solution to
the inequality?

A x>5.5 C x<5.5

8 x£5.5 D x<5.5

5. A softball player gets a hit 22% of the
times she isat bat. In 50 times at bat,
about how many hits will the player get?
A 11 times C 33 times

B 22times D 44times

6. A 12-pack of boxes of raisins costs $4.86.
Each box contains 1.5 ounces of raisins.
To the nearest cent, what is the unit price
of raisins per ounce?

A $0.13/oz

B $0.27/oz

C $0.41/02

D $3.24/02

7. Simplify 0.3(x - 2y) + 0.5x - y.
A 0.8x-3y C 0.8x-y

B 0.8x-1.6y D 0.8x+0.4y

8. A snack box contains at most 7 ounces of
cheese. Fiona says the amount of cheese
can be represented by 2x - 3. Which
graph shows the possible amount of
cheese in the box?

<1 1 II 1-1--1-4 1111A

B

c

D

01 234567 891011

«inir-<M M ii
0123456789 1011

«T i T i 1-4-W) T 1 TT
01234S678 91011

(I II I l-<t) I 1 I 1 II
01234S678 91011

9. A magazine has 172,500 subscribers.
The records ofthe magazine show that
each year 12% of readers fail to renew
subscriptions. How many readers can the
magazine expect to lose this year?
A 870 subscribers

B 17,250 subscribers

C 20,700 subscribers

D 36,792 subscribers

10. A truck travels 312 miles in 6.5 hours.
What is the truck's speed for that trip?

A 4.8mi/h C .50.2mi/h

B 48 ml/h D 58 mi/h

11. Jakob is tiling a newly finished room. He
estimates that he tiles about 9 square

3
feet every —hour. About how many

square feet can he tile per hour?

A 7ft2/h C 12ft2/h

B10ft2/h D 36ft2/h

12. Mittens are marked down 25%. The sale

price is $3.15 a pair. What was the
original price of a pair of mittens?

A $3.40 C $4.20

B $3.94 D $7.88
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13. Arturo's gym membership costs $100 per
year plus $20 per month. Which equation
represents the cost of membership for x
months?

A y= 0.2x+100

B y=2x+100
C y=20x+100
D y=100x+20

14. Which graph represents the relationship
shown below?

8 16 24 8 16 24

15. Historically,.a college accepts about 15%
of applicants. This year 4,880 students
applied. About how many will be accepted?

A 683 students

B 732 students

C 4,148students

D 5,612 students

16. At his job Lee earns $400 per week plus a
6% commission on his sales s. He wants
to earn at least $550 this week. Which of
the following represents this situation?

A 400+0.06s=550

B 400+0.068.^550

C 400 + 0.06s-S 550

D 400 + 0.06s > 550

17. At the museum, you can buy 3 post cards
for $5.40, 6 post cards for $10.80, or 9
post cards for $16.20. What is the
constant of proportionality for buying post
cards?

A 1.60

B 1.80

C 2.70

D 3.00

18. At herjob Mila earns $x per month plus a
bonus if her sales are over $5,000. Her
bonus is 6% of her salary. Which is not a
way to express Mila's monthly salary
when her sales are over $5,000?

A x+0.6x

B 106%ofx

C x+0.06x

D 1.06x

19. Which expression is equal to O when
simplified?

A 2n-3m-(2n+3m)

B 6(x-y)+2(3x+3y)

C 15p-15p+3

D 4a(2-3)+4a

20. Keighlee has at most 60 minutes to finish
her homework. She knows math will take
20 minutes. The rest of the time she will
spend writing the final version of her
science report. S)ie knows it takes 8
minutes to write each page. Which graph
shows the possibte number pages she
can write?

11II1*11111]>
o

<+•
12345678 91011

O 1 23 4 5-^ 6 7 8 ? 1011
1 I I 1>

012345678 91011

D «*• <])1 1 II II
01 2345678 91011

21. Which of the following values is a solution
to the equation below?

5p-20=35

A -11 . C 3

B -3 D 11
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Mid-Year

22. Which graph represents a proportional
relationship?

A ,ntIIECEa B

4 6

c D

8 16 24 0 8 16 24

23. A museum has 639 pieces of African art
in its collection. This is 55 fewer pieces of
art than one-third of the art pieces the
museum has from Europe. Which
equation can you use to find n, the
number of European art works in the
museum'scollection?

A -1"-55 =639
3

B ^.n+55 =639

C 3/7-55=639

D 3n+55=639

24. Which inequality is represented by the
number line below?
1111*1 I 1 1>

O 10 20

A 5x-15s 85
B 5x+15s85
C 5x-15 > 85
D 5x+85>15

30 40

25. A pet store has 15 puppies, 12 kittsns',
and 6 rabbits. Which animals are in a
ratio of 5:27

A puppies to kittens

B kittens to rabbits

C puppies to rabbits

D kittans to puppies
26. Which shows the solutioh to the

inequality
-4x>36

Ax>-9 Cx<9

Bx>9 D x<-Q

27. Misha has $20 to spend at a book fair.
The admission is $5 and each new
paperback is $2.00. Which inequality
expresses the number of new
paperbacks that Misha can buy?

A 2p-5>20

B 2p+5s 20

C 5p-2<20

D 5p+2^20

28. A builder got an 8% bonus for finishing
the project ahead of schedule. Which Is
one way to express how much the builder
earned if d was the original amount the
builderwas to ba paid?
A 0.92d C d+0.08d

B d+800 D d+0.8d

29. Which is the solution to the inequality
below?

-5n - 10 a 20

A n S-2

B n >-2

C n <-6

D n a-6
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Mid-Year Modules 4-7

30. A car rental company charges $29.95 a
day plus $0.40 per mile. How much will a
two-day rental and 185 miles cost?

31. An animal clinic charges$40 for
vaccinations of kittens and $55 for
vaccinations of puppies. Last week, the
clinic earned $1,450 from vaccinations,
including 14 puppies. How many kittens
were vaccinated at the clinic last week?

32. Josh simplifled 4x- 8x + 2 and said the
answer was -2x. What was Josh's error?
What should his answer have been?

33. Tom's Sporting Goods pays $37 each for
a certain brand of basketball. Tom marks
up the price by 45%. To the nearest cent,
what is the retail price in dollars of each
basketball?

34. Trey reads 10 pages in 25 minutes.At
this rate, how many pages will he read in
45 minutes?

35. Julianna wrote -16 +x= -8 on the board.
Do not solve, Tell how you would simplify
Julianna's expression.

36. Crunchee Corporation increases the size
of its granola packages from
16 ounces to 20 ounces. What is the
percent nf increase in the size of
CiU.ichee's granola packages?
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37. The table shows the amount offlour
needed to make dough for a certain
number of dog treats.

How many cups of flour does it take to
make 105dogtreats?

38. On a game show, a contestant lost $2 a
minute while doing a complicated task.
The contestant can lose no more than
$50. Write and solve an inequality that
tells how long it takes for a contestant to
lose all of the money.

39. The price of a share of stock increases
$45.69 over 3 days. What was the
average rate of change in its price in
dollars per day?

40. Alicia says that in 8 years twice her dog's
age will be 20. How old is Alicia's dog
now? Write and solve an equation to
solve the problem.

41. Mo graphed a proportional relationship
about speed. Describe Mo's graph by
telling where the graph crosses the x-
axis, where the graph crosses the y-axis,
and whether the line of the graph is
•straight, curved, or broken.

'sQsigSW^'S 30 45 105

,|gJ!®iiit?)gig 2 3 ?



Name Dats Class

Use the figura for 1-2.
A

1. What is the measure of ZCGD?

A 45° C 60°

B 50°' . D 85°

2. What is the measure of ZEGD?

A 50° C 90°

B 85- D 95°

3. The scale in a drawing is 2 in.:8 ft. On the
1

drawing, a room is 3-;- inches long. What

is the length in feet of the actual room?

A 8ft C 28ft

B 14ft D 56ft

Use the figure for 4-7.
B

4. What is the value of x?

A 30° C 70°

B 60° D 80°

5. What is the measure of ZABC?

A 50° C 70°

B 60° D 80°

6. Suppose you double the size of ^.ACB.
Now what is the measure of ZBAC7

A 40°

B 50°

C 60°

D 100°

7. Suppose you cut the size of ^ACB
'm

half. Now what is the measure of /.ABC?

A 50°

B 70°

C 90°

D 120°

Use the box plots

TestB

TestA
< 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 -I I I"

O 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

The plofs represent the results ofthe last
two tests taken byJoteen's math class.
Each test had 50 questions.

8. Which test has the greater median? Find
the difference between the medians.

A TestA,10 C TestA,5

B TestB,10 D TestB,5

9. Which test has the greater range? What
is the difference between the ranges?

A TestA,25 C TestA, 10

B TestB, 10 D TestB,5

10. Brad cuts a triangular prism witha plane
parallel to the base of the prism. What-will
the shape of the cross-section be?

A a triangle smaller than the base

B a triangle congruent to the base

C a triangle larger than the base

D a rectangle

11. In a random survey of 100 students, 30
chose soccer as their favorite sport to
participate in. There are 350 students in
the school. How many students are likely
to choose soccer as their favorite sport to

participate in?

A 70 C 105

B 95 D 117

12. The radius of a circular box is 21
centlmeters. What is the circumference of

22
7

the box? Use ^- for n.

A 6Scm

B 132 cm

C 176cm

D 1,386cm
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13. A circular garden has a diameter of
20 yards. What is the area of the garden
to the nearest square yard?
Use3.14for^.

A 314yd2

B 628yd2

C 1,256yd2

D 3,140yd2

14. Thecircumference ofthewheel on
Beyonce's bicycle is 63 inches. What is
the diameter of the bicycle wheel to the
nearest inch? Use 3.14 for n.

A 12 in.

B 18 in.

C 20 in.

D 32 in.

15. What is the area of the figure to the
nearest square centimeter? It is
composed of a symmetric hexagon
and a semiclrcle.

A 50cm2 C 100cm2

B 86cm2 D 129cm2

16. In an isosceles triangle the measure of
the angie formed by the two congruent
sides is 80°. What is the measure of
each base angle?

A 40° C 80°

B 50° D 85°

17. What is the volume of the prism to the
nearest tenth of an inch?

12.7in,

K.9 In.
5.5in.

A 10.1 in3

B 20.2 in3

C 28.2iir

D 56.4 ins

18. A newspaper is surveying voters from
Idaho regarding voting issues. Which is
the most appropriate population to
sample for this survey?

A people living in the state of Idaho

B voters in Boise, the capital of Idaho

C .peopleofvoting age inthe U.S.

D voters living in the state of Idaho

19. A map has the scale of 1 in.:50 mi. On
the map, two cities are 4.5 inches apart.
What is the actual distance between
clties?

A 45mi C 225 mi

B 90 mi D 450 mi

Use the dot plot for 20-21.

Number of Pages Assigned
Each Day This Month in English Class

•
•
•
•

• ••• •
<11 1 I 1

• • ••
4—1^

O 10 20 3040 50 60 70 80
20. Which is the greater, the mean or the

median of this setof data? How much

greater?
A mean, 2 pages C median, 2 pages
B mean, 5 pages D median, 5 pages

21. What does the mode of this set of data
represent?

A the number of days on which 50
pages of reading were assigned

B 50 percent of days on which a
reading assignment was given

C the greatest number of pages
assigned in English this month

D the most common reading
assignment this month
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prism for 22-23.
10in.

4iriS
22. What is the surface area ofthe prism?

A 90 in2 . C 200 in2

B 110 in2 D 220 in2

23. What is the volume of the prism?
A 90 in3 C 200 in3

B 110 in3 D 220 in3

24. A circular rug has a diameter of 6 feet.
To the nearest foot, what is the rug's
area? Use 3.14for n.

A 19ft2 , C 37ft2

B 28ft2 D 113ft2

Use the box plots for 25-26.

StoreA

Store B •-

•II111111III1>
O 20 40 60 80 100

Number of Cell Phone Weekend Sales

25. What is the difference in medians of sales
during the weekend?

A5 B 10 C 15 D 20

26. What is the difference in range of sales
during the weekend?

A O B5 C 10 D 15

27. In a random survey of 50 students at
Ryland Middle School, 32 said chocolate
was their favorite flavor of yogurt. The
school has 450 students. How many of
them are likely to select chocblate as
their favorite flavor?

A 144students C 225students

B 162students D 288 students

28. The net below forms a r. tc.igular prism.
What is the tota! s-.i.iace area ofthe
prism?

3cm

A 49cm2 C 70cm2

B 62cm2 D 98cm2

29. Which of the following is a random
sample of new car owners?

A Pollsters randomly selecting new
owner names from customer
purchase lists to survey.

B A car dealership representative talks
to purchasers of new cars.

C Owners of new cars are surveyed as
they leave a fast-food restaurant,

D Owners of hybrid cars are surveyed
at gas stations.

30: Jeremiah wahts to make a triangle from
the three sticks below. What kind of
triangle will he make?

c S)
c B c S)

3t

A a scalene triangle

B an equilateral triangle

C an isosceles triangle

D he cannot make a triangle

A grocer took a random survey of 40
customers. Twelve customers would like
the store to stay open later. Suppose the

grocer surveyed 100 more customers.
How many of those 100 customers would
likely want the store to stay open later?

A 24 C 36

B 30 D 70
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32. A wheel has a diameter of 15 inches. To
the nearest inch, how many inches is its
circumference? Use3.14 for K.

Use the dot plot for 33-34,

Books Read by Mr. Dawson's Class

• •• ! t• • •
•II 1 I 1 -1—p
123456789

Octobar

•.•• • • •

123456789
November

33. During which month was the median
number of books read greater?

34. During which month are the median and
the mode the same?

35. At the Pebble Pick at a school carnival
the probability of drawing a pebble that
wins a pencil is 50%, that wins a CD is
25%, and that wins a book is 25%. How
couldZack create a simulation to show
the probability of winning each prize?

36. To the nearest tenth, how manysquare
units is the area ofthe figure below? It is
composed of a trapezoid and a
semicircle. Use 3.14 for n.

6

Use the figure for 37-38.

/L

40.

WS^sSS^^S^s^s^s^SWi.^^^S

37. Yvette had a solid block of wood in the
shape of a rectangula'r prism. She sawed
the wood into two pieces by cutting on a
line parallel to the base and
perpendicular to the side. What will be
the shape of the new base of each piece
of wood?

38. In relation to size, compare the size of the
base of the original block of wood and the
baseof each new piece of wood.

39. Jack made a scale drawing of his
bedroom. His bedroom is 9 feet wide and

1
12 feet long. His scale drawing was 2—

inches by 3 inches. He decided thatwas
too small, so he used a new scale that
was 3 times larger than the original scale.
What is the new scale he used?

Luanne has 3 straws. One straw is 6 in.
long. The other two straws are 10 in.
long. Make a sketch ofthetriangle
Luanne can make from the straws. Tell
what kind of triangle you made.
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1. At 6 A.M. the temper'31 ;,-.s was -8°C.

At noon the Hr.iperature was 3°C.
What wasthe change oftemperature
betwesnS A.M. and noon?

A -11°C C 5°C

B -5°C D 11°C

2. What is the quotient of -18- | -^-1?

A -108 C 3

B -3 D 108

3. What is true about the relationship
between miles and gallons?

A There is no relationship between
miles and gallons.

B There is a proportional relationship
between miles and gallons.

C There is a 1 to 23 relationship
between miles and gallons.

D There is a 20 to 1 relationship
betwesn miles and gallons.

4. Which decimal is equivalent to ^ ?

A 0.35

B 1.34

C 2.85

D 7.20

5. At the farmers' market, you can buy
3 melons for $10.50, 6 melons for $21, or
9 melons for $31.50. What is the constant
of proportionality for buying melons?

A 3.50 C 10.50

B 5.75 D 63.00

6. Jen makes necklaces by stringing
different color beads. Each necklace is
18 inches long. Jen has an 86-inch length
of beaded string. How many necklaces
can she make?

A 4

B 5

C 7

D 8

7. The r • ;ei iiperature at ABC airport is
. , . ror every 500 feet gained in altitude,
the temperature outside the plane drops
1.6°F. At an altitude of 3,000 feet, what
will be the likely outside temperature?

A -9.6°F C -3.4°F

B -4.6°F D 4.6°F

1
8. Terry skated 2 miles in ^- hour, Which of

the following represents the unit rate that
Terry skates?

B

^.mi/h
2

(24
1

mi/h

C
(^-2

D 2mi/h

mi/h

9. Simplify ^.(4a +b) - - (4a + b).

A a

B
1

a+—b
4

C 2a+-!-b
4

D 2a-b

10. Four croissants cost $2.60. How much
will it'cost to purchase 7 croissants?

A $4.55 C $9.60

B $5.20 D $10.77

11. A photo of a painting measures
13 inches by 17 inches. The scale factor

is ^-. What size is the painting?

A 4.3 in. x 5.7 in.

B 26 in. x 34 in.

C 39 in. x 51 in.

D 65 in. x 85 in.

12. Which fraction is equivalent to -0.06?

'4
B4

c-^

D -
50
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13. The cost of 50 pounds of pet food is
$117.50. What is the cost for one pound
of pet food?
A $0.43 C $23.00

B $2.35 D $235.00

14. On a map, the distance between two
cities is 7.3 centimeters. The map scale is
1 cm:50 km. What is the actual distance
between the two cities?

A 365cm C 400km

B 365km D 500km

15. Dallas got a raise. His hourly wage was
increased from $9 to $10.25? What was
the percent increase in Dallas's wage to
the nearest whole percent?
A 10% C 14%

B 12% D 125%

16. What is the volume of the rectangular

prism to the nearest cubic centimeter?

3cm

5cm
A 68 cm3 C 81 cm3

B 75cm3 D 135cm3

17. The experimental probability of seeing a
hawk at the Avian Viewing Center on any

given day is 20%. If Jun vislts the center
240 days, on about how many days can
she expect to see a hawk?

A 24days C 96days

B 48days D 192days

18. The circumference of a circle is
28^-meters. What is its radius?

A 7m

B 14m

C 21 m

in

19. The graph shows the relationship
between feescharged for downloading
songs from a website and the number of
songs downloaded. Which equation
represents the relationship?

20.

O 4 8 12 1620
NumberofSongs

Downtoaded
A y= 0.25x C y= 0.75x

B y= 0.50x D y=5x
Based on the net shown below, what is
the surface area of the pyramid to the
nearest square inch?

A 63 in2 C 81 in2

B 72 in2 D 108in2

21. Zack flips a coin and rolls a number cube
with sides labeled 1 to 6. What is the

probability that he gets heads and a
number greater than 4?

1*i Bi i Dl
22. The Healey famlly drove 192 miles in

4.5 hours. How many miles could they
drive at this rate in 3 hours?

A 64 mi

B 77 mi

c
D

128mi

184mi

SIKII;
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Name Date Class

23. Your school is choosina r.ew school
colors. Which grcup should you ask to
get a random sample of student opinion?

A ten 7th grade students

B every tenth student that enters the
building in the morning

C twenty 1st and 2nd graders
D every other student going into the

principal's office

24. A rectangle is 8 inches long and
4 inches wide. A similar rectangle is
12 inches long. What is the width ofthe
second rectangle to the nearest inch?

A 4 in. C 8 in.

B 6in. D 10 in.

25. There are 25 counters in a bag: 6 red,
4 white, 7 blue, and 8 yellow. You choose
one counter at random. Which color are

you least likely to choose?

A white C blue

B red D yellow
26. Which table represents the same linear

relationship as the equation y= 3x + 5?

A

B

D

27. Mae's catweighs 5^ pounds. What is
8

this weight written as a decimal?
A 5.1251b C 5.3851b

B 5.3751b D 5.6251b

28. The seci!c..d of spinner below are shaded
.'61.1, blue, or green. What is the

probability that the spinner will land on
blue or green?

A 1

°1
2
3

°!

29. Based on the dot plots below, which of
the following is a true statement?

•
•

A

B

c

<-1—I—1—1—1—h-»
10 20 30 40 50 60

SetA
•

• •
• • •

•II 1 1 1 1 >
10 20 30 40 50 60

SetB
Set B has the greater mode.

Set A has the lesser mean.

Set A is more symmetric than set B.

D Set B has the greater range.

30. A diner has a breakfast special. A
customer can chose scrambled, fried, or

poached eggs. The breakfast comes with
a side of bacon, sausage, or fruit salad.
The customer can choose coffee, tea,or
milk. You make a sample space of all the

possible combinations. How many
different combinations of eggs, side, and
drink does a customer have to choose
from?

A 9 C 27

B 12 D 135
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31. The net below is of a triangular prism.
What is the surface area of the prism?

6m

10m

8m

16m

A 288 m2 C 318 m2

B 300m2 D 476m2

32. A school has 520 students. Dan surveys
a random sample of 50 students and
finds that 32 have pet cats. How many
students are likely to have pet cats?

A 180 students C 333 students

B 320students D 488students

33. Which ofthe following is the solution for
the inequality below?

-3x+2<8

A x>-3 C x<-2

B x > -2 D x < -3

34. A bicycle rental company charges a
$12 fee plus $3 per hour. Whichequation
represents this linear relationship?

A y=12x-3 C y=3x-12
B y=12x+3 D y=3x+12

35. To the nearest tenth, what is the area
of the flgure below? Use 3.14 for^.

5In.

5in.
A 12.5 in2

B 25.0 in2

C 37.5 in2

D 64.3 in2

36. What is the measure of ZBGC?

A 30°

B 40°

C 45°

D 50°

37. The Grabo family's monthly budget is
shown !n the circle graph. The family has
a monthly income of $5,000. Howmuch
money do they spend on housing each
month?

Emergency fund
5%

Transportation
5%

Clothing
s%

Entertalnment
7% Savings

10%

A $250 C $1,100

B $500 D $1,500

38. A storage trunk is 36 inches wide,
22 inches deep, and 44 inches high.
What is the volume of the trunk to'the
nearest cubic inch?

A 4,356 in3 C 34,848 in3

B 17,4424 in3 D 46,656 in3

39. A cirele has a radius of 9inches. What is
the area of the circle?

A 28.26 in2

B 56.52 in2

C 127.14 in2

D 254.34 in2

•l!Jilll':
HBlii:i::UiglH^
•ji
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40. The circle graph shows the re'-"'!ts of an
employment survey of 600 people. How
many of the people surveyed were
employed full time?

EmploymentSurvey

Rethed
10%

Unemployed
5%

41

A 80 people C 320 people
B 200 people D 480 people

Which of the following is a random
sample?

A Members of a polling organization
survey city voters aboutwho they
expect to be etected mayor.

B A survey company asks 100
members at a concert who their
favorite singer is.

C Customers at a pizza shop are
surveyed about their favorite food.

D Carlos iises an e-mail survey to find
out how many students have
computers at home.

42. A 10-inch piece of ribbon is 25.4
centimeters long. How longwill a
36-inch piece of ribbon be to the
nearest hundredth of a centimeter?

A 14.17cm C 141.73cm

B 91.44cm D 914.40cm

One circle has a diameter of 10 inches. A
second circte has a diameter that is twice
the diameter of the first circte. What is the
ratio of the area of the smaller circte to
the larger circle?

A 1:2 B 1:3.14 C 1:4 D 1:8

43.

Use the box plot for <i
•*——\—-• -1—-~-

30O 10 20

TestA •—t+

40 Kf>.

TestB •-

44. What is the difference between the
medians for Test A and Test B?

A 10 C 20

B 15 D 30

45. Which statement is true based on the
box plots?
A Test A had the greater range of

scores.

B More students did better on Test A
than on Test B.

C The interquartile range for Test B is

greater than for Test A.

D One half of the students on each test

got 25 or fewer questions correct.

Use the figure for 46-47.
B

A C

46. What !s the measure of ZBAC7

A 30° C 60°

B 45° D 75°

47. Which ofthe following is not true?

A 2^+3x=150 P 3x-2x=30

B 2x+3x+30=1SO D 2x+3x>180

48. Which equation represents the data
shown in the table below?

A y=2x+1
B y=3x-~l

C y= 2.5x

D y= 2.5x+1
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49. Which number line represents the
solution to the inequality 4x + 20 < 40?

A <1 1 1 |.ii4iii<|i 1 1

B

-20 -10
•*(':1 I 1 t

10
+

20

-20
<-1-
-20
'»<•

10

10

10 20

10
4-0 I <D—^

20
4»-

50.

D
20 -10 0 10 20

Three stores have the same mp3 player
for sale. The regular price of the player is
$50. Store A is offerihg the player on sale
at 15% off the regular price. Store B is
offering a $10 coupon to be deducted
from the regular price. Store C is offering
a rebate of $7.50 to purchasers. Which
store is offering the mp3 player at the
lowest cost?

A StoreA

B StoreB

C StoreC

D Store A and Store C

51. In a circle of any size, what ratio does
pi (w) represent?

A the ratio of the radius to the diameter

B the ratio of the circumference to the
diameter

C the ratio of the circumference to the
radius •

D the ratio of the circumference to the
area

52. The Gleason family has a monthly
budget of $4,500. Mr. Gleason has
fulltime job and takes home $900 each
week. Mrs. Gleason works part-time and
brings home $9 for every hour she works.
How many hours per month must Mrs.
Gleason work to make sure that she and
Mr. Gleason have met their monthly
budget?

A 10h C 50h

B S^h D 100 h

53. Jana has a bag of marbles. Without
looking, she removes one marble from
the bag, records the color, and replaces
it. She repeats this process 50 times and
records the results in the table.

What is the probability that Jana will pick
a blue marble on her fifty-first time?

^
cs

B
11
50

D
8

25

54. Mills Middle School has 250 students.
A random sample of 25 students were
asked how many TVs they have at home.
The results are shown in thedot plot
below.

•
•
• •

<-1—h I • 1 •>
0123456

Which of the following is a qualitative
statement that is reasonable based on
the data?

A The fewest number of TVs at home
Is 1.

B Most students have 2 or fewer TVs at
home.

C Most students have 3 or more TVs at
home.

D The mean number of TVs students
iiave at home is 2.
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55. A,im buys 2 T-shirts for $9.50 each, s,
3-pack of socks for $7.95, and a pair of
shoes for $49.95. The sales t.ax is 6%. To
the nearest cent, what is the total cost of
Alim's purchases?

56. The probabllity of spinning an even
number is 40%. What is the probability of
not spinning an even number, written as
a decimal?

57. Tanya took a random survey of 20 sixth
graders and 20 eighth graders. She
asked how many hours a week each
played vldeo games. Her data is shown in
the two dot plots below.

•
• • •
• • •
• • • • •

0123456789 10
6th Graders

•
• •
• • •

• ••• • •

<111111111I]>
0123456789 10

8th Graders

To the nearest tenth, what is the
difference between the mean number
of hours that 6 graders play video
games and the mean number of hours
that 8th graders play video games?

58. A hockey player scores a goal on 35% of
her attempts. Out of her next 20 attempts,
how many times can you expect the

player to score a goal?

59. To the nearest tenth, what is the volume
in cubic inches of the triangular prism
below?

6in.
1.5in.

3in.

60. Bea's uncle said that if you subtract 15
from 3 times his age, you would get 60.
Bea wrote this equation: 3x- 15 = 60.
How old is Bea's uncle?

61. To the nearest hundredth, what is the
area in square inches of the figure
below? Use3.14for^.

EL

^12in,

6in,

9in.

62. Jenna has $50 to spend at a local crafts
fair. The entrance price for the fair is $10.
At a pottery stand, Jenna finds some
cups that she likes that are $4.50 each.
What is the maximum number of cups
that Jenna can buy?
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63. A 7 ft-by-7 ft rug Is shown below. A coin
is tossed onto the rug randomly. What is
the probability that the coin will land on
black? Write your answer as a decimal
rounded to the nearest hundredth.

64. On a road map, the distance from New
York City to Albany is Sinches. The map
scale is 1 in.:50 mi. How many miles is the
actual distance between the twocities?

65. Joanne's total score for a round of darts
was -42. She had thrown6 darts and
scored the sameon each throw. How
many points did Joanne score on each
throw?

66. The quadrilaterals below are similar.
What is the length of FG?

6 3cm C

4cm
12cm

6cm 18cm

67. According to the Royal Canadian Mint
Act, a 50-cent Canadian coin must have
a diameter of 27.13 millimeters. To the
nearest hundredth, what js the
circumference of this coin in millimeters?

68. LaToya bought a new sofa for $2,900.
She is entitled to an 11% rebate. How
many dol.lars will the sofa cost after the
rebate?

69. In 5 years, twice a puppy's current age
will be equal to or greater than 15. What
is the least integer that satisfies the
inequality 2x + 5 > 15?

70. To the nearest square meter, what is the
area of the figure below?

18m

12m 15m

71. The Phllippjne Trench in the Pacific
Ocean is 10.05 kilometers deep. The
Brazil Basin in the Atlantic Ocean is
6.12 kilometers deep. To the nearest
hundredth of a kilometer, how many
kilometers deeper than the Brazil Basin is
the Philippine Trench?

72. On a scale drawing, the image of an
alligator is 7 inches long. The scale factor

1
is -^:. What is the actual length of the

25
alligator in inches?
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73. Nauru and Gibraltar are the two smallest
countries in the world. The area of Nauru
is about 3.28 times the area of Gibraltar.
The area of Gibraltar is 2.5 square miles.
To the nearest tenth, what is the area of
Nauru in square miles?

74. There are 3,280.84 feet in a kilometer.
There are 5,280 feet in a mile. To the
nearest hundredth, how many kilometers
are in a mile?

75. A building has 9 floors. Each floor has 3
apartments. Omar made the spinners as
a probability model for randomly choosing
one apartment. Omar spins both the
spinners below. What is the probability
that the chosen apartment will be blue
and above the 5th floor? Write your
answer as a decimal rounded to the
nearest hundredth.

76. Each hour, the temperature dropped by
1

3^- degrees. What was the change in

1
temperature in 2-;- hours?

77. One triangle has side lengths of 5 inches,
12 inches, and 13 inches. The side
lengths of a second triangle are 15 inches,
36 inches, and 39 inches. What is the
constant of proportionality between the
two triangles?

78. A supermarket is having a sale on
canned foods. The sale includes
12 cans of soup for $10.65. What is
the unit price per can of soup to the
nearest cent?

79. Beth says the graph below shows today's
temperatures in degrees Celsius. What is
the greatest temperature that is a solution
to the inequality shown below?

tl II I 1
-20-10

^ I 1
10 20

80. A larger circle contains white, striped, and
black squares in the same ratio as those
shown in the circle below. The larger
circle contains 126 squares. How many of
the squares are white? Write and solve a
proportion to solve theproblem.

81. A rectangularprism is 10 inches long,
6 inches wide, and 4 inches high. What is
the surface area ofthis prism in square
inches?

82. What Is the value of the expression
below?

-3(4](-2)(2).(4
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83. Four students put their game scores on
the number line below. Which pair of
students have a combined score of O?

84.

85.

A
--+-
-5-4-3-2-1 O 1 2 3 4 5

Malorie wants to leave a 15% tip for the
server at a restaurant. Which expression
does not show how she can determine
how much to leave if f is the total bill?

0.15( (+0.15 0.1f+0.05(

Sam slices a rectangular prism with a
plane parallel to the base. Describe the
relationship between the two-dimensional
shape (the cross section) that is sliced
and the base of the prism.

86. What is the probability offlipping two
coins and both landing heads? Give your
answer as a decimal.

87. You have three straws that are all the
same tength. Draw a picture of the
triangle you can form with those straws.
Tell what kind of triangle you drew.

88. At a school carnival you pick a ball from
two different containers. Each container
has balls marked A, B, and C. Make a
sample space that shows all the possible
outcomes. Tell how many possible
outcomes there are.

89. A company knowsthat 30% oftheir
customers who come to the store will
check ou< the merchandise and then
order it on-line because it is cheaper. The
company wants to know the probability
that it will take at least 3 customers to find
one who shops on-line. How could the
company find out this informatioh?

90. Three students simplified the expression:

2x-3(y-2<)+(-5)(-2y).

Their answers are below.

Amber: -4x+7y

Butch: 4x + 7y

Carl: 8x + 7y

Tetl who is correct. Explain the error the
other students made.
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